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ABSTRAC"T

The crystal srrucrure of wherryite, Pb7Cu2(SOfa(SiOr2(OH)2, monoclinic, a 20.759(4), b 5.787(l), c g.l42?) A,

P 91.24(2)'. y 1099.5(6) A3, space grorry C2lm, Z = 2, was solved by direct methods and refined to an R index of 5.64o for
1203 reflections measured with MoKcr X-radiation. There are four independent Pb2t positions, with coordination numbers [7],
t8l, t9l and [10]. In the larger coordination-polyhedra ([9] and [10]), there are two subsets of bond lengths, one short

e2.46 A) and one long (-3.05 A); the shon bonds all occur to one side of the central Pb2+ cation, indicative of a stereoactive
lone-pair of electrons. In the smaller coordination-polyhedra ([?j and I8]), there is no obvious one-sided nature to the
disposition of short bonds, suggesting that the lone-pair of electrons is not stereoactive in either of these coordination poly-
hedra. This suggests that the presence or absence of stereoactive lone-pair behavior is to a large extent dictated by the local
stereochemistry (1e., bond-valence requirements) of the sunounding anions. There is one (CuQo) octahedron that shows the
usual [4+2] elongation associated with Jahn-Teller relaxation around the central Cu2* cation. The structural unit of wherryite is
a tCu(SO4i(SiOoJOHl 

"huin 
of general stoichiometry lt6)M(7"Oq)z[l; parallel chains are linked by interstitial Pb2* cations, and

there is an additional (SOr) group bonded only to H and Pb2+ cations. T\e [M(TOn)tQ] chain is a conmon constituent of
oxysalt minerals, being found in the brackebuschite, fomacite and vauquelinite groups. The above formula of wherryite is
different from previous proposals. Cell dimension, space group and powder pattems indicate that wherryite and macquartite
are isostructural.

Keywords: wherryite, crystal structure, lead, stereoactive lone-pair.

SowLqJRs

Nous avons r6solu la structure cristalline de la wherryite, Pb7Cu2(SO)a(SiOt2(OH)2, monoclinique, a 20.789(4)'
b 5.757(l), c 9.142(3) 4,, P gt.ZqQ)', y 1099.5(6) A3, groupe spatral C2Jm, Z = 2, par m€thodes directes, et portd I'affinement
jusqu'h un r6sidu R de 5,6%o en utilisant 1203 r6flexions mesur6es avec rayonnement MoKct. La structure contient quatre posi-
tions inddpendantes occup6es par des atomes de Pb2*, ayant une coordinence de t7l, t8l, [9] et [10], respectivement. Dans le
cas des polyldres oD la coordinence est [9] ou [10], plus volumineux, il y a deux ensembles de longueurs de liaison, un oD elles
sont plus courtes (-2.46 A;, et un o! elles sont plus longues (-3.05 A); les liaisons plus courtes se trouvent toutes sur un c6t6
du cation central, indication d'une paire d'6lectrons isol6s st6r6oactive. Dans les polyddres plus petits, h coordinence [7] et [8],
une telle asym6trie dans la disposition des liaisons n'est pas 6vidente, ce qui fait penser que dans ces polybdres, la paire d'6lec-
trons isol6s n'est pas stdrdoactive. D'aprbs cette observation, il semble que la pr6sence ou I'absence d'une paire st6r6oactive
d'6lectrons est en grande partie ddcidde par les effets st6r6ochimiques locaux, c'est-i-dire, les exigeances des valedces de
liaisons des anions voisins. l,a structure contient un octabdre (CuQ) qui montre l'allongement [4 + 2] typique d'une d&on-
traction due i I'effet de Jahn-Teller autour du cation de Cu2+ central. La trame structurale de la wherryite est une chalne

tCu(SO)(SiO/OHl ayant une stoechiom6trie gendralis& lL61i1'l(TOo,)z0l de telles chalnes paralldles sont li6es par des cations
Pb2+ intentitiels; en plus, la structure contient un groupe (SOr, li6 i H et Pb2* seulement. La chaine lM(7O)z[lest pr6sente
dans plusieurs oxysels, par exemple dans les groupes de la brackebuschite, fomacite et vauquelinite. La formule chimique de
la wherryite cit6e ici differe des versions ant6rieures. D'aprds les dimensions de la maille, le groupe spatial et les clich6s
de diffraction X, la wherryite et la macquartite seraient isostructurales.

Clraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cl6s: wherryite, stnrcfure cristalline, plomb, paire d'6lectrons isol6s st6r6oactive.
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INrnopucrroN

Wherryite is a lead-copper oxysalt mineral first
described by Fahey et al. (1950) from the Mammoth
mine, Arizona. They gave the formula of wherryite as
PbaCu(CO3)(SOr(OH,Cl)rO with Z = 4. Strunz
(1966) questioned the val idity of wherryite as a
mineral species, but Mclean (1970) determined the
powder pattern and cell dimensions of three separate
samples of wherryite, f i rmly establ ishing i t  as a
distinct species. Mclean (1970) also noted a dimen-
sional similari ty between the cel l  parameters of
wherryite and leadhillite [Pb4(C03)2(SO+)(OH)z], with
a* = a1-' 2b* = l2t, cw = cL, leadhillite having space-
gro^up symmetry P2r/c. As part of a general snrdy of
Cur+ oxysalt minerals (Eby & Hawthorne 1993), the
structure of wherryite has been solved and refined;
the results are reported here.

ExpennapNrar

X-ray data collection

The material used for this work is from the
Mammoth mine, Arizona; i t  was obtained from
the Royal Ontario Museum, sample number M23619.
The wherryite crystals are light green, anhedral, and
occur together with diabol6ite, minor chrysocolla
and various lead carbonates and oxychloride minerals.
The appearance, local i ty and paragenesis closely
match those reported by Fahey et al. (1950). The
crystal used for measurement of tfie cell dimensions
and collection of the reflection intensities is a plate; it
was mounted on a Nicolet R3n automated four-circle
diffractometer, and the cell dimensions and orientation

TABLE 1. MISCELLANEOUS EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION FOR WHERRYITI

a(A) 2o,7agt4l

b 5.747t1)

c 9.142(3)

Ft') 91,24121

vtA") 1099.5(6)

Sp. Gr. c2ln

plcm"l 551.6

Crystal  Size (mm) 0.11 x 0.11 rO.Oo

Radiation MoKalGt

No. ol int€ruities 1802

No. ol  lF" l  > 50 1203

F(azimuthal)% 15.5+4.6

,fiobsl o 5.6

BF(obs) o, 6.4

Cell contenti 2lPb,Cu,(S04)4(SiOJr(OH)rl

n =:( lF" l- lF" l) / : lF. l ;  wR - l :w( lF. l -  lF. l ) ' / !wF. '2lx,  w = 1

matrix were derived by least-squares methods from
the setting angles of 25 aligned reflections. Intensity
data were collected according to the method of
Hawtfiome & Groat (1985). A total of 1802 intensities
was collected over the range 3 < 20 < 60o. The data
were corrected for absorption (psi-scan method),
Lorentz, polarization and background effects, and
reduced to structure factors; of the 1802 reflections
measured, 1203 were classed as observed (l4l > 5o).
Experimental details are listed in Table l; the cell
dimensions closely match those reported for wherryite
by Mctran (1970).

Structure solution and refinement

Structure solution and refinement were done with
the program system SIIELXTL PC. The data gave an
lE2-11 value of 0.925, compared with the ideal values
of 0.968 and 0.736 for centrosymmetry and non-
centrosymmetry, respectively; hence the space group
(2lm was used in the structure solution. The structure

TABLE 2. FINAL PARAMETERS FOR WHERRYITE

'un ur u*

Pbt'D 0.1434(1)

Pbt2l 0.4739(1)

Pbls) 0.3419(1)

Pblq o

cu 114

s(1) 0.2668(6)

s(2) 0.4318(4)

sl 0.3960(51

o('0 0.3192(13)

oI2:) 0.3356(14)

ot3) 0.4173(S)

ot4t 0.223503)

o(5) 0.3860(14)

o(6t 0.4361(16)

ot7) 0.2576{9)

o(8) 0.4236(101

o(9) 0.5036(13)

o(10)  0 .3091(12)

26(1) 2Bt1l

3 1 ( 1 )  2 1 1 1 )

3 6 ( 1 )  2 8 ( 1 )

28(1) 30(1)

21t2) 22121

19(5) 17t41

21(5) 20t41

23(5) 26(5)

1 7 ( r 3 )  3 8 { 1 5 )

32t',t6t 32(15)

25(9) t5(7)

40(171 25(13)

44(18) 24113J

28(15) 26(131

3 6 { 1 1 )  1 9 ( 8 )

62117t 33(10)

64122t 56(20)

30(14) 2' , \ ' , t2)

0 4(1)  0

0  1 ( 1 )  0

0  - 1 ( 1 )  0

o -4t1) 0

ola 3t2) 2t2)

0 4(3) 0

0 3(3) 0

0 6{4) O

0  9 ( 1 1 )  0

o 14t121 O

0t7) 5(6) 5(7)

0  -9 (11)  0

0  -6 (1  1 )  0

o 7112) 0
-1(8) 7(71 0{9)

9{1  1)  -2 (9)  -8 (1  1 )

0  3 (13)  0

0  -5 (10)  0

o o.2a32Q) 27(1) 29t'D

0 0.7061(2) 28t1t 28(1)

o o.32't2t2l 31(1) 2S(1)

0 0 32(1) 37(1)

1t4 0 23(1t 25121
o 0.6575(10) 21(3) 27151

1t2 0.3475110) 21(3) 21t41

0 -0,00s9(11) 26(3) 28(5)

0 0.030(3) 27181 27t121

0 0 .616(3)  35(9)  41 t l6 )

0.216(3) -0.110(2) 2415t 32t8

0 0.531(3) 33(91 33(14)
1t2 0.222t3) 35{9) 36{15}

0 0.14s(3) 32(9) 43(16)

o.20614t -o,25112t 3l(6) 381,t0)
0.293(5) 0.438(2) 45(8) 40(1 1)

1t2 -0.2S5(4) 43(1 1) 19il3)

1t2 -0.029131 26171 251121

'Ur = Utx' lc"
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Pbtll-ot2)d

Pblll-O(3ta

Pbtlt-ot4l

Pbll't-O(7la

Pr(1)-O(9)a

Ph1-OtlOla

Pbt2t-ol2l

Pbt2t-ol31b

Pbl2)-O$lc

Pbl2\-o(gtc

PbQt-otgl

Pbl2t-otg)b

si-o(1)

si-o(3)

si-o(6)

<s/-o>

o(10)-o(5)

o(10\-o(71

3 .13 (1 )

2.4912\

2.93(3)

2.67(2'l

3.07(3)

2.38(3)

2.98(3)

2.4312t

2.2913\

3.05(2)

3.14t21

2.96(1)

1.64(3)

1.62t21

1.64(3)

'"1-

2.7514]-

3.17(41

Pb(3t-o|'11

Pb(3t-ol2l

Pbt3t-ot4l

Pb(3)-O(5)e x2

Pr(3)-O(6)

Pb{3l-Ol7la x2

Pr(3)-o(8) x2

Pb@l-O(3la x4

Pbt4l-Olilt x2

Pbl4l-Ol9t.f xz

s(1)-o(2)
s(1)-o(4)

s(1)-o(7)

2.69(3)

2.69(3)

3 .16 (1 )

3 .17 (1 )

2.53(3)

2.74(21

2.61t2],

2.56(21

3.17(3)

2.61(3)

1.49(3)

1.45t3)

x2 1.47(21

L4?

TABLE 3. SELECTED INTEBATOMIC DISTANCES (A} IN WHERRYITE was solved by direct methods. The solution with the
highest figure of merit gave the positions of the heavy
cations, and the remaining cations and anions were
located by difference-Fourier techniques. No carbon-
ate group was found. An atomic position was found
with a scattering power of approximately Z = 13 e

and surrounded by a tetrahedron of oxyge! atoms;
the mean cation-anion distance is -1.63 A. These
findings indicate that this cation position is occupied
by Si. Consequently, the position was designated as Si
and represented by the scattering factor for Si. The
structure refined to an R index of 5.6Vo wit'h an
anisotropic displacement model and ionized scattering
factors for all atoms. Statistical weighting schemes
were fied, but led to no improvement in fhe refine-
ment, and the unit-weight model was adopted. Final
Darameters are listed in Table 2, and selected inter-
atomic distances are given in Table 3. Observed and
calculated structure-factors may be obtained from The
Depository of Unpublished Data, CISTI, National
Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0S2. A bond-
valence summation Oable 4) was calculated from the
parameters of Brown (1981).

DescnrprroN oF rrn Srnucruns:
CoonoNerIox oF CATIoNS

S positions

There are two S positions, each coordinated by four
oxygen atoms in distorted tetrahedral arrangements.
There are significant differences between individual

TABLE 4. BOND-VALENCE' TABLE FOR WHERRYITE

x2

x2

x2

x2

x2 Cu-Ol1\ x2 2.OOi€I

Cu-O(10) x2 1.92121,

Cu-Ol7l x2 2.32121

s(2)-o(5) 1.49(3)

S(2)-O(8) x2 1.47(31

S(2)_O(9) .t.47t31

1 4 8

Equivalent positions: at 1A-x, 1A-V, -zi bi x, y, 1 +z| c| 1-x, V, 
'l-zi

dt y2-x, 1A-v, 1-zi ai x, -y, z7 t: -la +x, -14 +y, z.

Pb('t Pht2t Pb|3I Pbl4l Cu S(1) S(2) st H

onl 0.220

Oel 0.09610- 0.126 O.22O

o(31 0.3402t 0.391'21

0 .341 ' l * 0.944 1.846

1.973

ol4 l  0.137

o(5)
o(6)

olTl
o(8)

o(9)
o(10)

2.O21

1.856

0.46  2 .14

1 . 8 1 3

2.105

2,OO9

2.1  59

0.54 2.OO

0.092

0,090s1- 0.08921

0.535 0.312

o,228{t 0.198',41 0,167,2[ 1.51221

o,o942l 0.26021
o,112e r

0 .107 0 ,13121-  0 .26020

0.432 0 .51321-

0.287,sI

1 .435

1.627

1 ,003e t

0 .966

1.452

1.543{ [

1 .530

'ca lculated wi th the curves of  Brown (1981)

1.846 2.O42 6.086 6.068 3 . 9 1 62.OO4 2.117 1 .940
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and mean S-O bond lengths, and although the stan-
dard deviations are large (arising from the presence of
a large amount of very heavy scattering species in the
crystal), the bond-valence arrangement in Table 4 does
indicate that these (SOr) distortions do occur as a
result of local bond-valence requirements of the
anions.

Si position

There is one Sl position, surrounded by four oxygen
atoms in a slightly distorted tetrahedral ilrangement.
The <Sl-O> distance is 1.63 A, in good agreement
with the value expected (Brown & Gibbs 1969) for a
(SiO) tetrahedron with a mean anion-coordination
number of  3.75 (Table 4) .  The anisotropic  d is-
placement factors at the ,!i position are well behaved
(i.e., not excessively large or small, as would be the
case if the scattering species at this site were wrongly
identified).

Cu position

There is one Cu position, surrounded by six anions
in a distorted octahedral arrangement; four of the

anions are O2-, and the other two anions are (OHf.
The (CuQ6) octahedron (Q: unspecified anion) shows
strong elongation of one set of axial bonds, as is
common for Cu2* in octahedral coordination (Eby &
Hawthorne 1993); as is well known, this is due ro
spontaneous relaxation associated with a partly occu-
pied degenerate electronic state (the Jahn-Teller
effect) of Cu2* in holosymmetric octahedral coor-
dination.

Pb positions

There are four distinct PD positions in wherryite;
the local coordinations are shown^in Figure 1. All
interatomic distances less than 3,2 A are shown. and
are given in Tables 3 and 4.

PD(1) lies on the mirror plane and is sdrrounded
by nine anions between 2.38 and 3.13 A. As shown
in Table 4, all listed distances must be considered
as bonds if the bond-valence requirements of the
PD(l) cation are to be satisfied. As can be seen from
Figure 1, the five short PD(1)-O bonds (mean =
2.54 A) are all to one side of the cation. The remainins
Iong bonds (mean = 3.07 A) are on the side opposiG
from the short bonds. and also are arransed such that

Pb(2)

Pb(4)

Flc. 1. The Pb coordinations in wherryite; Pb is the central cross-hatched atom, and the
oxygen anions are the partly shaded circles.

oe) o(9)
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there is a large solid angle not occupied by any anion
(Fig. 1). This type of geometrical arrangement, typical
of Pb2* with a stereoactive lone-pair of electrons,
suggests that the lone pair of the Pb(l) cation is
stereoactive.

Pb(2) lies on the mirror plane and^is surrounded
by ten anions between 2.29 and 3.14 A. The longest
listed PE(2)-O distance could be ignored without
adversely affecting the bond-valence sum around
the central cation [and there is a Pb(2)-Si contact of
3.10 Al, but as we wil l see latern such distances
must be considered as bonds in the Pb(3) polyhedron.
There are three short bonds (mean = 2.38 A) and
seven long bonds (mean = 3.04 A). The three short
bonds occur on one side of the cation (Fig. 1), and
the seven long bonds occur on the opposite side.
The general arrangement again suggests a stereo-
active lone-pair of electrons; the space available for
the lone pair is less than for Pb(1), but the lone pair
presumably occurs between the four Pb(2)-O(8)
bonds.

Pb(3) lies on the mirror plane and is surrounded by
eight  anions at  d is tances f rom 2.53 to 3.17 A.
However, the distribution of distances is very different
from the cases of PD(l) and Pb(2). T\ere are seven
bonds-with very similar PbQ)-O distances (mean =
2.66 L, range^2.53 - 2;/4 A) and three long bonds
(mean = 3.17 A). As can be seen from Figure 1, there
is no obvious one-sided nature to tlte arrangement of
anions around Pb(3); the seven short bonds are fairly
isotropically disposed about the central cation, and the
three long bonds occur at the vertices of a pseudo-
equilateral riangle that is coplanar with the central
cation. This suggests that the lone pair is nol stereo-
active in Pb(3). Are the long bonds significant?
Omitting the long bonds gives a bond-valence of
1.668 v.u., compared to the ideal value of 2.0 v.u.; this
indicates that these long contacts must be considered
as bonds.

PD(4) occurs at the junction of the mirror plane
and the twofold screw axis at a center of symmetry.
It is surrounded by eight anionsn six of which occur
at intermediate distances (mean = 2.58 A, range
2.56 - 2.61 A) and two of which occur at longer
distances (mean = 3.17 A). Again, the coordination is
not one-sided (Fig. 1), suggesting that the lone pair
is not stereoactive. It is possible that the central
Pb(4) cation could be locally displaced off the
center of symmetry to achieve a one-sided coor-
dination; however, the anisotropic displacement
factors show no evidence of such positional disorder,
and we must conclude that the lone pair is not
stereoactive in the Pb(4) cation The bond-
valence sum around Pb(4) is 1.846 v.u. (Table 4),
a value that is already anomalously low; ignoring
the rwo long contacts reduces this sum to 1.668 v.u.,
indicating that we must consider Pb(4) as [8]-coor-
dinated.

Pb coordination

We have argued, based on cation bond-valence
requirementsn that Pb-O contacts of up to 3.17 A must
be considered as significant bonds. If the bond-valence
curve for Pbz+-O were wrong, this would invalidate
this particular argument, as having stronger shorter
bonds and no long bonds also would lead to bond-
valence satisfaction around the cations. However, the
incident bond-valence requirements around the anions
constrains this situation. In particular, consider the
O(4) anion (Table 4). This is bonded to S(1) and
Pb(1), and receives a bond-valence of 1.764 v.u.
from these cations. The only other contact is a long
(-3.17 A) one with Pb(3), which brings the incident
bond-valence sum at O(4) to 1.86 v.u., very low but
much more reasonable than the value of 1.761 v.u. that
would result it the Pb(3)-O(4) contact was not con-
sidered as a bond. Similar arguments can be made for
some of the other anions, indicating that we must
consider the long Pb-O contacts as bonds.

The hydrogen content of wherryite

We can write the general formula of wherryite as
Pb+Cu+(SOa)4(SiOr2O2. The chemical analysis of
Fahey et al. (1950) indicated the presence of hydro-
gen, and tle above formula is neutral if q = O11' q tut
so assigned in this studY.

The structure solution indicates that O(1) is the OH
anion. However, the bond-valence sum to O(10)
(neglecting H) is 1.46 v.u. (Table 4), indicating that
there must be a very strong hydrogen-bond to other
anions. Inspection of the short O(t0)-O contacts
(assuming that the donor and acceptor anions do not
form an edge of a cation-coordination polyhedron)
shows that only the O(5) and O(7) anions are within
possible range of hydrogen bonding (Table 3). The
short O(10)-O(5) distance, combined with the large
bond-valence deficiency at O(5) (Table 4), suggest a
very strong hydrogen-bond befween O(10) and O(5).

DsscRFTroN oF TTIE STRUCTURE:
Polvurlnar Ln{KAcEs

The (CuQo) octahedra link by sharing two trans
edges to form a [CuQ6] linear chain (Fig. 2). The
vertices of adjacent octahedra are linked via (SiOo)
groups that assume a staggered configuration along
the length of the chain. The edge of the (SiOo)
tetrahedron is less than the separation of adjacent
octahedral vertices for an [M$a] chain of maximal
ribbon symmetry, and consequently there is a coopera-
tive tilting of octahedra along the chain, promoting
both the octahedron-tetrahedron [1.e., (CuQ6) and
(Siotl linkage and the staggered arrangement of
tetrahedra (Fig. 2). Sulfate tetrahedra link to one
of the vertices of the edge shared between adjacent
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l+-b-+t
Ftc. 2. The IMQQq)zQl chain in wherryite, viewed down t1001; (CuQu) octahedra are random-dor-shaded, (SOo) rerrahedra are

cross-shaded, and (SiOr) tetrahedra are line-shaded.

octahedra, and these tetrahedra also assume a stag-
gered configuration along the chain. The resulting unit
has the specific stoichiometry [CuQ(SOr)(SiOa)], and
the general stoichiometry I MeQ)zQl.

Figure 3 shows the structure with these tM(TQ)zQl
chains viewed end-on. The chains are arraneed in a
square-latt ice pattern, and are l inked yia' the pb
cations. The other sulfate group [involving the S(2)
cationl is "floating" in a sea of Pb cations, with no
direct connection to tle [M(7Q)2Q] chains.

c --+l

Ftc. 3. The lM(TO4)2Ol chains in wherryite viewed end-on
down [010]; shading as in Figures 1 wrd,2,

RELATToN To OrHER Srnucrunss

Hawthorne (1985) has described the structural hier-
archy in minerals based on LM(TQizQ"l srructural
units. There are three principal groups, the bracke-
buschite group, the fomacite group and the vauquelinite
group (Table 5), based on an lM(Tg)Ql chain of the
type shown in Figure 2. This particular [M(TO)2A]
chain shows very variable composition across the
three groups, with M = Al, Cu, Fez* and Fe3+, and
Z = P, As, Vs*, S, Cf+ and Si. However, the inter-
stitial cation is almost always Pb2+, with Ba and Sr
(and REE for  the s i l icate)  as less common
constituents. This is also the case for wherrvite (and
macquartite), which have Pb2* as the interstitial cation.
Now Ca is a much more common divalent cation than
Pbz+, Sr or Ba. Why don't any of these minerals
contain Ca as the interstitial cation? As discussed by
Hawthorne (1990, 1992), this is due ro tfie valence-
matching principle, whereby the Lewis acidify of rhe
interstitial cations(s) has to match the aggregate Lewis
basicity of the structural unit. This is the case for Pb2*
Ba and Sr (with Lewis aciditie s of -0.22 v.u.), but is
not so for Ca (with a Lewis acidity of -0.28 v.u.).

The ideal repeat-d$tance of the [M(IO))2Q] chain
is approximately 5.9 A. This can be identified as the,
axis in all minerals listed in Table 5, and in wherryite
and macquartite. The chain has 21-screw symmetry
along its length, and this finds expression in the space-
group symmetries of the various structure-types:
P21/m and (21m.

The formulae of wherryite and macquartite

The formula of wherryite was reported as
PbCO3.2PbSO4.Pb(C1"OH)2.CuO (Fahey et al. 1950),
which can be rearranged to give PboCu(COr)(SOr),
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Arsenbrackebuschito

Arsentsumobite
rBrackebuschito

Gamagarite

Goodksnit6

Tsumebite

rFornacite

Molybdof ornacite

T6rnebohmite

Vauquslinito

PbrlFe2a (AsOn)rH"O)l

PbrlCu(sO4)(As04)(oH)l

Pb2[Mn(VO4)2(H2O]l

BarlFes*,Mn)(VOola(OH)l

SrrlAl(POol.(OH)l

PbztCu(POJ(SOJ(oHll

Pb2[cu(As04] (cr04] (oH)l

Pb2[Cu(AsOdMo04)(OH]l

(REE)rtAt(SiO4)r(OH)l

Pb2[Cu(P04](CrO4) (OH]l

6.046(1) 9,02211\

5.92 8.85

6 .18  8 .88

6 . 1 7 ( 1 )  9 . 1 5 ( 1 )

5,74(2t 8.45(2)

5.80 8,70

5.892(1 1)  17.547191

5.946(3) 17.65(1 )

5.673(3) 16.937(6)

1 1 2.5(1)  P2' lm (1)

1 ' . t2,6 Pr lm

111 .8  F21 lm  (21

112.7(11 nlm (3)

113 .7 (1 )  n lm  (4 )

111 .5  Fz r l n  ( 5 )

110.00(3) n1b (6)

109.17(5) F21lc

112.04(21 nJc l7l

94.56(3) n'ln (8)

7,76311t

7,84

7.68

7 .88 (11

7.26(21

7,85

8 . 1 0 1 ( 7 )

8.100(5)

7.383(3)

13.754(s)  5,806(6) 9.563(3)

Re fe rances :  ( 1 )Ho fme i s te r&T i l lmanns (1978 ) . ( 2 )  Dona tdson&Barnes (19551 . (3 )Bassoe ta / ' ( 1987 ) ' ( 4 )Moo ree ta / ' ( 1975 ) '
(5) Nichols (1966). (6) cocco etal, (1967). (7) Shen & Moore (1982). (81 Fanfani & Zanazzi (1968l.'

(OH,C1)2O (Mclean 1970). According to the structure
determination and refinement, wherryite has the
formula PbrCu2(SOd+(SiO4)2(oH)2, with both Pb and
Cu in the divalent state as required for overall electro-
neutrality. The difference between this formula and
the formula previously accepted for wherryite is the
presence of (SiOo)a- groups and the absence of
(COl)2- groups. The appearance, locality of occur-
rence, paragenesis, cell dimensions and space group
confinn the material examined by us as wherryite. As
discussed above, the presence of Si and the absence of
C are incontrovertibly demonstrated by the structure
solution and refinement. In addition, neither the struc-
tural arrangement nor the stoichiometry of wherryite is
consistent with the replacement of a (SiO/ group by a
(CO3) group, as this would produce a very large bond-
valence discrepancy at the O(1) or 0(6) anions, and
would lead to a non-neutral stoichiometry. Thus we
suggest that the original chemical analysis was in enor
in this respect, and that wherryite is a sulfate-silicate
mineral rather than a sulfate-carbonate mineral.

Macquartite (Williams & Duggan 1980)^has similar
cell dimensions (a 20.81, b 5.84, c 9.26 A, p 91.8')
and the same space group as wherryite. The formula of
macquart i te  was g iven as Pb3Cu(CrOo)SiO3
(OH)4.2H2O. By analogy with the present results on
wherryite, the formula for macquartite should proba-
bly be written as PbTCur(CrO4)4(SiOr2(OH)2.
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